
Examine the details, compare,
investigate – come in and try it yourself. 

If you’re looking for the best professional long-arm 
quilting machine available, you just found it.

A1 Quilting Machines

4A1’s consulting with
mechanical engineers to bring
you machines which are custom
designed around an actual quilter for fit,
ease and desired features.
4A1’s drawing of blueprints which are
planned with foresight and reason right
here in the USA.
4A1’s casting of its molds to exact
specifications and tolerances

(featherweight specs) providing you the
quietest machines with the least amount
of vibration.
4A1’s use of time-tested, solid high-tech
manufacturing principles giving you
machines with a longer life and less
servicing.
4A1’s precise machining processes
allowing you to create the smoothest,
most accurate stitches.



ou’ve heard it all your life:  little things mean a lot. Details make the 
difference between just another quilt, and your work of art.  

Old proverbs wouldn’t last long, if they didn’t have a serious ring of truth
to them, and as one of the original quilting machine manufacturers, we
believe we’re here today because we pay serious attention to details in
creating the most precision-machined, hand-guided, long-arm quilting
machine in the world.

We invite you to examine the details, welcome your questions and hope
you’ll compare our latest model, the 923 A1 Long Arm, with any other
machine on the market.  

This isn’t just a sewing machine; it’s a revolution in quilting machine
technology. 

Overview of Features:
Our A1 Long Arm is the only cast-aluminum (not welded) quilting
machine made in the USA.  This means the A1 is strong and sturdy, but
extremely lightweight and easy to operate and maneuver. It literally
glides as it stitches.  We designed a 9” x 23” throat to make it easy to
thread and sew from either side, and painted away that old industrial
look to keep you surrounded in beauty, whether you’re quilting for 
pleasure or profit.  (We didn’t think professional had to mean ugly.)

Inside are other important details.  Computerized, precision-machining,
molded bearing mounts, gear timing and cast iron bushings may sound
like Greek to you, but they all contribute to making the machine quieter,
with smooth, precise, accurate stitching.  We also added a hopping foot
to ride easily over seams, and large capacity bobbins, so you spend more
time quilting, with less changing. 

In short, we’ve kept the dependable, solid qualities of the 1950s, 
updated with customized features for today.  

Specific Features on Machine Head:
• Light-weight cast aluminum industrial machine

head with exclusive webbing design for added 
strength, no vibration

• Hi-tech CNC machining process for precise, 
quality stitching and minimal noise

• Integrated molded bearing mounts (not flange 
bearings or pillow block style bearings)

• Standard hi-speed professional/industrial sewing 
machine design ready to handle all work

• Throat size 9” x 23” - perfect size for
professionals

• Variable speed control - easily accessible from 
either side

• Dual controls  (can run from back or front for 
pattern and outline quilting)

• Designed to be extremely easy to thread from 
either side

• Fluorescent light with black light option

• D.C. Motor - specially designed to sew fast, 
or very slow for meandering/stippling.

• Jumbo sewing hook

• Large machine bobbins

• Industrial belt with belt guard

• Gear timing

• 10 year warranty on machine casting

• FREE instructional video

• Stitch-Rite Needle Positioning
and Stitch Regulator…
the smoothest regulator on the market!!

Another A1 ‘LITTLE THING’…

Ergo-Lift
A1…the innovator of

this revolutionary idea!

Y

This isn’t just a sewing machine...

This isn’t just a revolution in
professional quality

quilting machine technology…

it’s just a...
D ream come true

for longarm quilters!

Raises & lowers table!



General
• Comes complete with metal table and all supplies to begin quilting.
• Overall table lengths are 12 feet or 14 feet.
• Recommended space needed to operate 14 foot machine is 15 1/2 

feet by 7 feet. To operate 12 foot machine you will need 13 1/2 feet 
by 7 feet.

• Extremely easy to operate and maneuver:
Turn machine on, move forwards, backwards or sideways -
follow a pattern, out-line, channel or stitch in the ditch.

• Heavy-duty grounded, power cord and 8 foot extension cord.
• Variety of patterns available.
• Quilting supplies - batting, thread.

Heavy-duty canvas 
(not muslin)

2 3/8” non-bowing
structural tubing

Single Crank
Lifting System
(lifts and lowers

both ends of tube
simultaneously)

Torque wheels for
effortless tensioning

Auto batting feed

Batting Access
Lifting Lever

Designed by professionals to be the perfect machine for professionals and amateurs
alike, we all have to begin somewhere. Beginning with an A1 with its superior wheel
and track system puts you way ahead of the game. An A1 machine is ready to handle
whatever you bring to the table, so buy one today and “Bring It”
– there’s nothing too big or too small for an A1-it’s as professional as it gets!

Stand Alone
Bobbin

Winder Included
($80 Value!)

Batting Access Lifting Lever
Locks in UP position

For smoothing and adding batting

Another A1 ‘LITTLE THING’… “Tracknology” Wheel and Track System

“Smoothest on Earth!” Another A1 Innovation!

Made in USA

Those are just a few of our ‘LITTLE THINGS’… go ahead, research, examine the details,
compare and investigate-then come try an A1 machine yourself.  If you’re looking for the best

professional longarm quilting machine available, your search will be over with an A1!



Conveniently located on 
Highway 65 at Evans Road 

in Springfield, Missouri,
between Branson & Bass Pro

A few final A1
‘LITTLE THINGS’…
As you’ve already read, all A1 Long Arms
come with a 10-year warranty on the
machine casting, a 1 year warranty on the
machine and an instructional video to help
you get set up and started.  

A1 Long Arms are shipped unassembled,
weighing 400 pounds. Shipping costs are not
included with price, but can be pre-paid or
shipped collect for your convenience. 

If you should have any problems with an A1
Long Arm, simply ship it back and A1 will
repair it no charge for one year.

Of course, if you ever have questions, we’re
just a phone call away.  Customer support is
our lifelong commitment!

“We feel quilters deserve
precision and quality,
with strong customer
service and support.”

1-800-LONG ARM   1-800-566-4276
(417) 883-6883     Fax (417) 883-2883

3232 E. Evans Road – Hwy. 65 & Evans Road
Springfield, MO  65804

800longarm.com
E-mail: A1QM@AOL.COM

G rowing up in the Ozarks, an area that cherishes and values its old-time
traditions, Stewart saw a need to provide high performance, long-lasting
quilting machines. 

When he looked at other machines, he felt that all quilters deserved precision
and quality, whether they were sewing for pleasure or profit.

Stewart knew that he could utilize his mechanical background to re-design and
manufacture a truly professional machine, one customized with the best of
features, and very easy to operate. For Stewart, this is not a job, but a passion.

He also felt quilters were entitled to prompt customer
service and support, long after any purchase.  Stewart
and everyone at A1 work very hard to treat you as part
of the family.

If you ever have any questions or comments, please
give us a call. We believe good business means building
good relationships-it’s not just a sale we’re looking for,
it’s an addition to the A1 family!

Stewart Plank
President

Another A1 ‘LITTLE THING’…
“It’s all about how smooth it moves…

A1 is the smoothest on Earth”!

Another A1 ‘LITTLE THING’… Ergo-Grip Optional Feature-
Multi-positional, any direction handles!  “Your comfort level… at all times”.

The A1 Long Arm
Model 923
The A1 Long Arm
Model 923

The last ‘LITTLE THING’…
It may be the last machine you’d expect, but it truly is the last machine you’ll ever have to purchase!

They say, “ if it’s marketed right you’ll buy it… if it’s real, you’ll feel it ” Come feel how real an A1 is today!


